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Abstract: As for software development by machine learning, a trained model is evaluated by using part of an existing
dataset as test data. However, if data with characteristics that differ from the existing data is input, the model does not
always behave as expected. Accordingly, to confirm the behavior of the model more strictly, it is necessary to create
data that differs from the existing data and test the model with that different data. The data to be tested includes not
only data that developers can suppose (supposable data) but also data they cannot suppose (unsupposable data). To
confirm the behavior of the model strictly, it is important to create as much unsupposable data as possible. In this study,
therefore, a method called “unsupposable test-data generation” (UTG)—for giving suggestions for unsupposable data
to model developers and testers—is proposed. UTG uses a variational autoencoder (VAE) to generate unsupposable
data. The unsupposable data is generated by acquiring latent values with low occurrence probability in the prior distri-
bution of the VAE and inputting the acquired latent values into the decoder. If unsupposable data is included in the data
generated by the decoder, the developer can recognize new unsupposable features by referring to the data. On the basis
of those unsupposable features, the developer will be able to create other unsupposable data with the same features.
The proposed UTG was applied to the MNIST dataset and the House Sales Price dataset. The results demonstrate the
feasibility of UTG.

1. Introduction
In recent years, software developed by machine learning has

been introduced in various fields of industry. In conjunction with
this trend, techniques for checking the behavior of such soft-
ware developed by machine learning have been developed. Some
examples of proposed techniques verify deep neural networks
(DNNs) and ensemble models using decision trees to determine
whether their input data and output data satisfy certain proper-
ties [1] [2] [4] [5]. Hereafter, software developed by machine
learning (that is, trained software) is referred to as a model in
this paper. By using those verification techniques, it is possible
to verify exhaustively whether a model satisfies requirements re-
garding safety, for example. However, it is known that exhaustive
verification cannot be completed within a practical time when the
scale of the model is largeMoreover, even if the correctness of
the model cannot be defined as a property, these exhaustive ver-
ification techniques cannot be used. For example, in the case of
an image-recognition problem, the requirement that “A given im-
age should be correctly identified as a person.” cannot be defined
as a property. In such cases, verifying the model by testing is
effective.
As for development of a model, a certain part of an existing

dataset is used as training data, and the rest is used as test data for
evaluating the trained model. The generalizability of the model
can be confirmed by using different data from the training data as
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the test data. With this method, it is possible to check that the de-
veloped model behaves as expected with existing data; however,
if data with different characteristics from the existing data is in-
put, the behavior does not always turn out as expected. Therefore,
to confirm the behavior of the model more strictly, it is necessary
to create input data differing from the existing data and test the
model with that different data. However, even in the case of data
differing from existing data, data that does not need to be sup-
posed is excluded from the test data. This supposition-unrequired
data is not always outside the domain of the input data. For exam-
ple, in the case of a model that performs image recognition, the
model accepts all images of a certain size as input data; however,
the data that actually needs to be supposed is only a part of those
images, that is, images of things that exist in the real world. Here-
after, the data that does not need to be supposed is called unreal
data. Data that is not unreal data is referred to as real data. The
boundary between unreal data and real data is not always clear.
For example, in the case of an image-recognition model, the data
that needs to be supposed comprises images of things that exist in
the real world; however, it is difficult to define exactly what kind
of images they are.
Furthermore, real data (that needs be supposed) can be classi-

fied as data that model developers and testers can easily suppose
and data that is difficult to suppose. Hereafter, the former is called
supposable data and the latter is called unsupposable data. Exist-
ing data is one part of supposable data. Whether certain data is
supposable or unsupposable depends on the person supposing, so
the boundaries between them are ambiguous. In the following,
the person making suppositions about input data is referred to as
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the developer.
From the above discussion, it can be said that although the

boundaries between them are ambiguous, data can be classified as
three types: supposable data, unsupposable data, and unreal data
(Fig. 1). The data to be tested are supposable data and unsup-
posable data, of which the supposable data can be easily created.
Therefore, to confirm the behavior of a model strictly, it is prefer-
able to create as much unsupposable data as possible. Therefore,
we propose “unsupposable test-data generation” (UTG) as a tech-
nique aiming to give suggestions for unsupposable data to devel-
opers. UTG uses a variational autoencoder (VAE) to generate

Fig. 1 Relationship between existing data, unreal data, supposable data, and
unsupposable data

data. As for a normal VAE, a latent value is sampled according
to the prior distribution P, and data is generated by decoding the
sampled latent value. Since the data generated in this way has
similar characteristics to the existing data used for training the
VAE, it is likely to be supposable data. On the other hand, with
UTG, a latent value with a low probability of occurrence in P is
acquired and decoded. Consequently, data with different charac-
teristics from the existing data is generated. As described above,
however, the boundaries between unreal data, supposable data,
and unsupposable data are ambiguous, so the data generated by
UTG is not always unsupposable data. Accordingly, UTG has pa-
rameters which are used to change the rarity of the acquired latent
value. The developer changes the values of the parameters while
referring to the generated data and exploratively determines the
values of the parameters so that as much unsupposable data as
possible is included in the data generated by the decoder. If un-
supposable data is included in the data generated by the decoder,
the developer can recognize unsupposable features by referring
to that data. On the basis of those features, the developer can
create other unsupposable data with those unsupposable features.
In this study, by applying UTG to the MNIST dataset [24] and
the House Sales Price dataset, it was confirmed that it is possible
to generate unsupposable data from data generated by UTG. The
first contribution of this paper is to propose UTG and show its
implementation. The second contribution is to demonstrate the
feasibility of UTG through case studies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, re-

lated research is described, and the position and aim of UTG are
clarified. In Section 3, the variational auto-encoder (VAE) and the
VQ (vector quantized)-VAE with PixelCNN, which are the basis
for implementing UTG, are described. In Section 4, the UTG
concept is explained, and the means of implementing UTG using

VAE and VQ-VAE with PixelCNN is described. In Section 5, the
results of the case study are presented, and in Section 6, those
results are evaluated and discussed. In Section 7, the conclusions
of this study are given, and future work is discussed.

2. Related Work
As approaches to create new data for testing a model, several

methods that focus on the activation status of the neurons that
make up a DNN are known [7] [6] [8]. As for these methods,
new data is created by processing existing data so as to activate
neurons that were not activated when the existing data was in-
put. For example, in the case of image data, processing such
as increasing the brightness or adding white noise is performed.
Then, both the processed data and the unprocessed data are input
to the model, and matching of the output values is confirmed. It
has been shown experimentally that this method can demonstrate
incorrect behavior of the model. A test method that inputs the
data before and after processing into the model and compares and
evaluates the output values in this way is called metamorphic test-
ing [20] [21]. In an example in which metamorphic testing is ap-
plied to an objective-perception model of self-driving cars, small
particles in the air and noise from sensors are given as effects [19].
Moreover, adding perturbation—instead of the semantic effects
described above—to the extent that the original image data does
not change significantly is also a way of processing [22].
The means of processing of the input data, such as increas-

ing brightness, adding small particles, or adding perturbation, is
defined according to the problem that the model solves. It is nec-
essary to select how to process existing data so that the processed
data becomes the data that should be supposed as the input data.
For example, in the case of a model used in an environment in
which brightness is strictly controlled, it is not necessary to sup-
pose a change in brightness. On the other hand, in the case of
a model that is used outdoors day and night, it is necessary to
assume a change in brightness. The data that can be created by
these methods is supposable data because it is created by process-
ing existing data in a way that can be supposed by the developer
Moreover, using GAN [12] [13] or VAE [14] [15] [16], a nat-

ural image can be generated by changing some of the attributes
from an existing image [9] [10] [11]. As for these methods, a
neural network is trained by using a set of images having one
attribute (A) and another set of images having another attribute
(B). Then, when an arbitrary image with attribute A is input to
the trained neural network, attribute A is deleted from that image,
and an image with added attribute B is output instead. To gen-
erate data using these methods, the developer needs to define the
attributes of the data to be generated. That is, the data that can be
generated by these methods is taken as supposable data because it
has the attributes that are expected by the developer. On the other
hand, as for UTG, unsupposable data (which is difficult for the
developer to expect) is generated without inputting a supposition
by the developer such as the data-processing way, attributes, and
so on.
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3. Background
3.1 Variational Auto-encoder
A variational autoencoder (VAE) is composed of an encoder

and a decoder. From z, which represents an unobservable fea-
ture of input data x, the decoder creates input data x′ that may
correspond to z. Here, z is called a latent variable and holds a
K-dimensional vector value. Hereafter, the prior distribution of z
is represented by P, which has a mean of zero, and the variance-
covariance matrix is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with
identity matrix I. From input data x, the encoder creates a distri-
bution of values of z from which x could have been generated.
The distribution of z created by the encoder is assumed to be
Gaussian. Here, the case in which x0 (corresponding to a certain
z0) is given to the encoder is considered. z1 obtained by sam-
pling the Gaussian distribution output by the encoder is expected
to be a value close to z0. The value obtained by giving z1 to the
decoder is taken as x1, which is expected to be similar to x0. To
meet these expectations, the encoder and decoder are trained with
the structure shown in Fig. 2. Hereafter, T represents the existing
dataset that is used for training. The encoder accepts input data

Fig. 2 Structure of VAE

x and outputs mean μ and variance-covariance matrix σ, which
are parameters of the Gaussian distribution. And z is obtained by
sampling from the distribution determined by μ and σ. (Actually,
instead of sampling, a method called reparameterization trick is
used to calculate z from μ andσ by using random noise [14].) The
decoder accepts z and outputs reconstructed data x′. The trained
decoder is used for generating data (Fig. 3). The value of z is

Fig. 3 Generating data by VAE

obtained by sampling the prior distribution P of z, and data g is
generated by giving that value to the trained decoder. The distri-
bution of g is similar to the distribution of T , so the decoder is
used to generate data similar to T .

3.2 VQ-VAE with PixelCNN
When the target is image data, a VQ (vector quantized)-VAE

[18] can be used to generate data with better image quality than
that possible with a VAE. The structure of VQ-VAE is shown in
Fig. 4. The VQ-VAE encoder accepts input data x and outputs
z, which represents a i × j matrix whose elements are latent vec-
tor zi, j(1 ≤ i ≤ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ J). Latent vector zi, j forming z is
a K-dimensional vector. zi, j that composes z is replaced with a
vector of fixed values included in a list called a codebook. The
latent vector obtained after replacement is called a discrete latent

Fig. 4 Structure of VQ-VAE

vector, which is represented as ˆzi, j. The number of fixed value
vectors included in the codebook—denoted by V—is finite. In
this paper, the fixed-value vectors in the codebook are called code
vector which are represented as c[0], ..., c[v], ..., c[V − 1]. Among
the code vectors, the one having the closest Euclidean distance to
zi, j is selected as ˆzi, j. As a result, latent vector zi, j is “quantized”
to a discrete latent vector given as ˆzi, j.
As for VQ-VAE, an autoregressive model is used to estimate

the prior distribution P and generate data. PixcelCNN is used by
Oord, et al. [18] as an example of an autoregressive model for
images, and they cite WaveNet as an example of an autoregres-
sive model for audio. In this paper, we describe a method for
generating image data using PixelCNN in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 PixelCNN over latents

PixelCNN accepts discrete latent map ẑ in which values from
ˆz1,1 to ˆzi, j−1 were filled as input. The categorical distribution for
determining the value of ˆzi, j is then output. As described above,
ˆzi, j is one of the code vectors included in the codebook. The cat-
egorical distribution output by PixelCNN represents the proba-
bility that each code vector included in the codebook will be se-
lected as ˆzi, j, the value of which is determined by sampling from
the categorical distribution. When existing dataset T is input into
the trained VQ-VAE encoder, discrete latent maps corresponding
to T are obtained. These discrete latent maps ate then used to
train PixelCNN.
As shown in Fig. 6, a discrete latent map can be generated

by using the trained PixelCNN recursively. Then, the generated
discrete latent map is input into the VQ-VAE decoder to gener-
ate data g. It is known that using VQ-VAE and PixelCNN makes
it possible to generate image data with better image quality than
that possible with VAE [18]. In particular, it is expected to pre-
vent blurring of contours.

4. Unsupposable Test-data Generation(UTG)
4.1 Concept
As for UTG, unsupposable data is generated by acquiring a

value with a low occurrence probability in prior distribution P
of latent variable z. As described in Section 3.1, P is given as
N(0, I). As for usual data generation using a decoder, generated
data g is obtained by sampling the value of z according to distribu-
tion P and giving it to the trained decoder. The dataset generated
by the decoder is denoted by G (g ∈ G). The distribution of G is
similar to that of existing dataset T used for training because the
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Fig. 6 Generating data by VQ-VAE with PixelCNN

encoder and decoder are optimized for T . Here, it is assumed that
the value of z obtained from P has a high occurrence probability,
that is, its absolute deviation in P is small. Since z represents an
unobservable feature of x, it can be said that g generated from z
is likely to have features with high occurrence probability in T .
On the contrary, when z obtained from P has a low occurrence
probability, it can be said that the generated g is likely to have
features which are not commonly observed in T . In other words,
g might contain unsupposable features.
Utilizing this fact, UTG intentionally acquires a latent value

with a low occurrence probability in P, which is denoted zu. The
acquired latent value zu is input into the decoder to generate data
gu. It is considered that the dataset generated by this method is
more likely to contain unsupposable data than one generated from
z obtained according to P. The dataset generated by this method
is hereafter called a likely-unsupposable dataset LU. By referring
to LU, a developer can get suggestions for unsupposable data.
However, as described in Section 1, the boundaries between sup-
posable data, unsupposable data, and unreal data are ambiguous
and depend on the developer, so this method cannot always gen-
erate unsupposable data. Even if the boundaries between sup-
posable data, unsupposable data, and unreal data are known, the
lowest probability of occurrence in P that can be adopted as zu to
generate unsupposable data also depends on the results of train-
ing the VAE. Therefore, as for UTG, the method of obtaining zu

from P is parameterized, and the rarity of zu to be obtained can be
changed by changing the values of the parameters. The developer
changes the values of the parameters while referring to the gener-
ated dataset LU and adjusts them so that LU contains a lot more
unsupposable data. By adjusting the occurrence probability of
the acquired zu in P in this manner, the possibility of generating
unsupposable data is improved exploratively.

4.2 Implementation on VAE
The concept of UTG described in Section 4.1 is to (i) “acquire

zu with low occurrence probability in priority distribution P and
generate gu” and (ii) “to exploratively adjust the occurrence prob-
ability in P of zu by changing the values of paremeters.” Based on
these two concepts, the probability density function f that gives
the probability distribution of zu[k](0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1), which is an
element of zu, is defined as follows:
Definition 1

f (zu[k])μu ,σu =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1
ANormal(z

u[k], |μu|, σu) (zu[k] ≥ 0)
1
ANormal(z

u[k],−|μu|, σu) (zu[k] < 0)

where μu and σu are parameters for adjusting the occurrence
probability of zu in P. Normal is the probability density
function of a normal distribution, that is, Normal(x, μ, σ) =
1√
2πσ2

exp
(
− (x−μ)22σ2

)
. And A is a normalizing constant defined as

follows:
Definition 2

A = 2
(
(1/2) +

∫ |μu |

0
Normal(x, |μu|, σu)dx

)

In Fig. 7, functions f when μu and σu are changed are shown as
solid lines. For comparison, P = N(0, 1) is shown as a dotted
line. As shown in Fig. 7, it is highly likely that the occurrence

Fig. 7 Probability density functions f of zu[k]

probability of zu[k] obtained from the distribution given by f is
low (but not too low) at P = N(0, 1). Moreover, by changing
the values of μu and σu, it is possible to adjust the occurrence
probability of zu[k] in P. To sample zu[k] from f , Markov Chain
Monte Carlo methods can be used. UTG adopts the Metropolis
algorithm [23]. Likely-unsupposable dataset LU is generated by
inputting zu = {zu[0], ..., zu[K − 1]} to the decoder of the trained
VAE.

4.3 Implementation on VQ-VAE with PixelCNN
As UTG for image data, implementing UTG by using VQ-VAE

with PixelCNN is proposed. By implementing UTG on VQ-VAE
with PixelCNN, it is possible to generate unsupposable data with
better image quality than that possible with VAE. On the contrary,
VQ-VAE with PixelCNN cannot be applied to structured data, so
when UTG is applied to structured data, the implementation of
UTG with VAE is used. As shown in Section 3.2, in the case of
VQ-VAE with PixelCNN, PixelCNN is used to estimate prior dis-
tribution P. Specifically, a discrete latent map ẑ is acquired on the
basis of the categorical distribution output by PixelCNN. There-
fore, by manipulating this categorical distribution, ẑu with a low
occurrence probability in P is obtained (Fig. 8). The categorical
distribution output by PixelCNN is given as d, which represents
the probability that code vector c[0], ..., c[v], ..., c[V−1] contained
in the codebook will be selected as ˆzi, j. Thus, d is expressed as
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Fig. 8 Implementation of UTG on VQ-VAE with PixelCNN

d = {d[0], ..., d[v], ..., d[V − 1]}(∑0≤v≤V−1 d[v] = 1). Various pos-
sible methods for manipulating d so as to acquire zu with low
occurrence probability in P are available; however, hereafter, the
following algorithm 1 is adopted:

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for manipulating categorical distribution
d
Input: d, t
Output: du

1: du ← d
2: sum← 0
3: for each v in {0, ...,V − 1} do
4: if d[v] > t then
5: di f f ← d[v] − t
6: sum← sum + di f f
7: du[v]← t
8: end if
9: end for
10: for each v in {0, ...,V − 1} do
11: du[v]← du[v] + (sum/V)
12: end for
13: return du

As for this algorithm, when d[v](0 ≤ v ≤ V−1) exceeds thresh-
old t, the value of d[v] is reduced to t. Then, the values of di f f
for which d[v] exceeds t are totaled and evenly distributed to each
d[v]. With this algorithm, the code vector that has low probabil-
ity of being selected from the original d is selected with higher
probability. ẑu is created by using categorical distribution du pro-
vided in this algorithm, and it is input into the trained decoder to
generate likely-unsupposable dataset LU.

5. Experiment
5.1 House Sales Price Dataset
UTG was applied to the dataset *1 used for the developing

a housing-price-forecast model. This dataset consists of 18 at-
tributes (excluding price), and of those attributes, 14 attributes
(such as number of bedrooms, number of bathrooms, and size of
living room) were selected and taken as existing dataset T . Since
this data is not image data but structured data, the VAE imple-
mentation described in Section 4.2 was applied. The value of
parameter (μu, σu) was determined by trial and error to be (5, 5).
*1 https://www.kaggle.com/harlfoxem/housesalesprediction

Here, trial and error means the following: the value of (μu, σu)
is tentatively set, and LU generated as a result is referred to.
The developer changes the value of (μu, σu) several times so as
to maximizes the number of unsupposable data in generated LU.
In that referential way, the value of (μu, σu is determined. By
acquiring 100 values of zu and inputting them into the decoder, a
likely-unsupposable dataset LU consisting of 100 items of gu was
generated. Of the element values of generated data gu, the values
given as integers or categorical values are rounded. Then, for all
items of data gu, whether data with similar characteristics to gu

is included in the existing dataset T and whether gu is real data
were judged manually. If T does not contain data with similar
characteristics to gu and if gu is real data, gu is possibly unsup-
posable data. However, whether the data is actually unsupposable
depends on the developer. In this way, data that may be taken as
unsupposable data depending on the developer is referred to as
unsupposable-data candidate hereafter. It was confirmed that at
least 32 unsupposable-data candidates (shown in Table 1) were
included in the generated LU.
For example, data #1 has 6.75 bathrooms and 3.5 floors, and

data which has similar values is not included in existing dataset
T . Moreover, other data with more floors (e.g., 3.5 floors) than
bathrooms (e.g., 2.5 bathrooms) and data with more bathrooms
than floors (e.g., 8 bathrooms and 2.5 floors) is included in T .
Data #1 is considered to be real because it seems that the num-
ber of bathrooms and floors is better balanced than the other data.
Similarly, as for data #2, the living area is about 6,000 square
feet, and the average square footage of land lot of 15 neighbors is
about 460,000 square feet; however, similar data is not included
in T . Data for the square footage of 15 lots of the nearest neigh-
bors is about 9000 square feet with the size of the living area of
about 12,000 square feet and data for the average square footage
of 15 lots of the nearest neighbors is 870,000 square feet with the
size of the living area of about 6,000 square feet, are included in
T ; therefore, data #2, which has better balance than these existing
data, is considered to be real data. From the above results, it can
be said data #1 and #2 are unsupposable-data candidates. Simi-
larly, it is affirmed that the other data in Table 1 are real, but they
have characteristics that are not included in T .

5.2 MNIST Dataset
UTGwas applied with the MNIST dataset (used for developing
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Table 1 Unsupposable data in House Sales Price dataset

digit-recognition models) as existing dataset T . Since this dataset
contains image data, the implementation of UTG using VQ-VAE
with PixelCNN (described in Section 4.3) was applied. Similar
to Section 5.1, the value of parameter t was changed by trial and
error and finally set to t = 0.6. Generated LU (consisting of 100
images) is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 Example of data generated with MNIST dataset

As for image #1 in Fig. 9, it looks like a zero with short lines
like rabbit’s ears, and it is affirmed that images with similar char-
acteristics are not included in T . Similarly, it is affirmed that a
zero image #2—with a sharp point on its right side—is not in-
cluded in T . Moreover, image #3 has a point at its center of the
circle of the six and the bottom line is faint and disappears. It is
affirmed that images with these characteristics are not included in
T . Moreover, #1, #2, and #3 are real because they can be recog-
nized as numbers. Therefore, it can be said that these images are
unsupposable-data candidates. Other images included in Fig. 9

may also be unsupposable data candidates; however, in this study,
only images #1 to #3 were affirmed.

6. Evaluation and Discussion
From the results presented in Section 5, it was confirmed that

applying the proposed UTG can generate unsupposable-data can-
didates. Since unsupposable-data candidates can be unsuppos-
able data depending on the developer, it means that UTG can be
useful for generating unsupposable data. By referring to the gen-
erated unsupposable data, the developer can recognize unsuppos-
able features and create different unsupposable data having those
features. Then, by testing the model by using the unsupposable
data generated by UTG and the unsupposable data created by the
developer, the developer can confirm the behavior of the model
more strictly than hitherto possible.
Two implementations of UTG were shown: VAE (in Section

4.2) and VQ-VAE with PixelCNN (in Section 4.3). If the tar-
get data is structured data, it is supposed that the VAE imple-
mentation is used. If the target data is image data, the image
quality of the generated data is expected to be higher than that
of the VAE implementation, so the VQ-VAE-with-PixelCNN im-
plementation is preferred. In addition, VQ-VAE-2 [17] has been
proposed as a method of generating data with higher image qual-
ity than that possible with VQ-VAE. By implementing the pro-
posed UTG with VQ-VAE-2, it is possible to further improve the
quality of generated data.
The concept of UTG is to acquire a latent value with a low oc-

currence probability in prior distribution P and use it to generate
data. That is, the probability density function shown in Defini-
tion 1 and the algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 are examples of
the method of acquiring a latent value, and it is also possible to
acquire a latent value by other methods. For example, it is con-
ceivable to modify Algorithm 1 to create an algorithm by which
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the values of di f f for which d[v] exceeds threshold t are totaled
and evenly distributed only to d[v] that do not exceed t. Several
conceivable methods were tried, and Algorithm 1 was adopted as
the method for obtaining the most unsupposable data as for the
MNIST dataset. Different algorithms may be suitable for other
datasets.
As stated in Section 1, data can be classified into three types:

(1) supposable data, (2) unsupposable data, and (3) unreal data.
Dataset of (1) includes existing dataset T and data that can be as-
sumed from T ; that is, data with characteristics similar to T . On
the contrary, dataset of (3) does not have characteristics similar
to T . UTG is based on the assumption that “In the process in
which the data of (1) gradually loses the features included in T
and eventually changes to the data of (3), it may temporarily be-
comes the data of (2).” For example, if parameter (μu, σu) of UTG
on VAE is taken as (0, 1), the distribution given by f agrees with
P. Accordingly, most of the data included in LU is supposable
data. Hereafter, the higher the value of (μu, σu), the lower the oc-
currence rate of the acquired latent value in P. As described in
Section 3.1, P is the distribution of (unobservable) features of the
data included in T . Therefore, data generated from a latent value
with high occurrence probability in P has similar characteristics
to the data included in T . Conversely, the lower the probabil-
ity of occurrence of the latent value in P, the less likely it will
be that the generated data will have similar characteristics to the
data contained in T . That is, if the value of (μu, σu) is gradually
increased, the generated data changes from the data with charac-
teristics similar to T [i.e., data of (1)] to the data with no char-
acteristics of T [i.e., data of (3)]. In a similar manner, with the
implementation of UTG with VQ-VAE with PixelCNN, when the
value of parameter t is gradually decreased from 1, the generated
data changes from (1) to (3).
UTG is based on the assumption that it is possible for data

to pass through (2) in the process of changing from (1) to (3).
For example, in regard to the MNIST dataset, this assumption is
considered to hold. An example of the generated data when pa-
rameter t is changed in the UTG implementation with VQ-VAE
with PixelCNN is shown in Fig. 10. This figure confirms that
as t decreases, the data changes from (1) [supposable] to (2) [un-
supposable] to (3) [unreal]. Whether this assumption holds or not

Fig. 10 Change of generated data with changing t

depends on the problem domain. Data space of (1) contains data
having features that make sense in the problem domain. On the
contrary, data space of (3) is an area of data that does not have
those features. In the process of changing from (1) to (3), mean-
ingful features are gradually lost. UTG is effective when data

with partially lost features that make sense can become unsup-
posable data. For example, in the case of the MNIST dataset, in
the process of changing from (1) to (3), the numerical (visual)
features are gradually lost, and a non-numeric image is finally
generated. The image that partially lost its numerical features
generated is not an image that does not make sense as a digit at
all; it is sometimes regarded as an image of a digit that “collapse”
by handwriting. In this way, UTG is considered to be effective
in problem domains in which if data partially loses its features, it
still makes sense.
As a typical problem domain in which UTG is not very effec-

tive, the image-recognition problem of an object with a compli-
cated occurrence can be considered. For example, living things
and vehicles are composed of various combinations of character-
istics, and all the characteristics are occurrence-constituent ele-
ments of the object. It is therefore highly likely that an image that
has partially lost its characteristics becomes unreal data instead
of unsupposable data. For example, an airplane with a missing
piece of wing is no longer an airplane. From the above consid-
erations, it is considered that the effectiveness of UTG depends
on whether the meaning is completely lost when the features that
constitute the meaning in the target problem domain are partially
lost. Furthermore, even if the data generated by UTG is real data,
whether it is unsupposable data depends on the knowledge and
experience of the developer.

7. Conclusion
A method called UTG—for generating unsupposable data for

developers by utilizing VAE—was proposed. As for UTG, a la-
tent value with a low occurrence probability in the prior distribu-
tion of the VAE is obtained. Unsupposable data can be generated
by inputting the acquired latent value into the VAE decoder. By
referring to the generated data, the developer can recognize new
unsupposable features and create another unsupposable data with
those features. Then, by testing the model using the unsupposable
data generated by UTG and the unsupposable data created by the
developer, the developer can confirm the behavior of the model
more strictly than hitherto possible. Methods for implementing
UTG on VAE and on VQ-VAE with PixelCNN were described.
It was also shown that UTG can be useful for generating unsup-
posable data when applied to the MNIST dataset and the House
Sales Price dataset.
As for future work, UTG will be applied to other data sets to

confirm its effectiveness. In particular, by applying UTG to image
data such as the CIFAR-10 dataset [25], it is hoped to confirm the
assumption about its effectiveness discussed in Section 6. It will
also be evaluated whether the image quality of the generated data
can be further improved by implementing UTG on VQ-VAE-2.
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